
WHAT IF THE ROCA DIVIDES INTO TWO GROUPS? - SOME THOUGHTS 

FROM A CHOIR DIRECTOR AND LAWYER 
 

I hope and pray that the ROCA does not split into two parts and this article should not 

be taken as advocating any division. However, if Metropolitan Agafangel keeps 

imposing harsh punishments, it appears quite likely that the ROCA will divide into 

two groups, possibly in the very near future. 

 

I have been asked to write down my thoughts as to why I will be supporting the 

Archbishop Andronik/Archbishop Sophrony group (VA/VS group) if such a division 

occurs. 

 

THE TWO GROUPS 

 

The VA/VS group will have two, possibly three bishops, while the Metropolitan 

Agafangel group (“MA group”) will have more bishops (although at least two of his 

“bishops” may not have been properly ordained and may lack apostolic succession). 

 

Will the sacraments or liturgical services of the VA/VS group be devoid of the 

Holy Spirit? 

 

Absolutely not.  

 

The VA/VS group has properly ordained bishops and clergymen with apostolic 

succession. Not one of their bishops or clergymen is preaching any heresy or strange 

non-traditional teaching. This jurisdiction will have a proper church structure with 

bishops as its leaders, and priests commemorating these bishops. So the bishops and 

clergymen will be serving valid sacraments and proper divine services.  

 

But the VA/VS group has declared themselves as autonomous and are not 

obeying the Metropolitan’s demands, doesn’t that make their services and 

sacraments devoid of the Holy Spirit?  

 

But the Church Canons give each bishop full autonomy over his diocese and the 

North Americans are trying to enforce this against the interfering Metropolitan! 

 

We do not belong to the Papacy where one bishop (the Pope) has supreme authority 

over all the other bishops. In Orthodoxy the Metropolitan is viewed as the “first 

amongst equals”, but only first in the sense of being an administrative chairman of 

the bishops. In spiritual questions he is not the sole arbiter, but ALL the bishops have 

an equal say and spiritual decisions should be made in a conciliar way by all.  

 

But in administrative matters, a bishop has full sovereignty over his own diocese. The 

Canons prohibit one bishop from interfering in the affairs of another diocese.  

 



The VA/VS group disagrees with MA's insistence that only his will be followed in 

various administrative matters. These disagreements are not over spiritual teachings. 

MA should not be forcing his will onto his brother bishops since we do not have an 

infallible mini-pope leading us.  

 

Is the MA group spiritually better because it has more bishops?  
 

No.  

 

The size of a church jurisdiction or how many bishops it has, does not determine 

whether Our Lord grants it His Holy Spirit. If it was a question of numbers then we 

should all convert to Catholicism or join the MP since on the basis of pure numbers 

these are the jurisdictions with the largest numbers. 

 

Is the VA/VS group creating a schism? 

 

This is a completely illogical statement. A simple comparison: a husband abuses a 

wife over many years. She finally reaches the point where she can’t cope any more, 

so she leaves. Is she the cause of the divorce purely because she separated from her 

abusive husband?  She is the victim not the cause. Clearly the husband, who created 

the abusive conditions, is the cause of the divorce. Blaming who separates as being 

the cause is illogical. A much more in-depth analysis is required. 

 

MA and his bishops have created an abusive environment so the cause of any 

possible split are  MA's harsh actions. 

 

Some people are arguing, yes MA acts as a tyrant, but the church members 

should just accept this and submit to his demands to avoid a split in the Church.  

 

This is a question of degree. How much damage is enough?  

 

MA's actions have already pushed out several thousands of people out of our Church, 

and he is still very aggressive.   

 

Archbishop Andronik was forcibly retired by MA purely because he questioned Met 

Agafangel's harsh treatment of others. Similarly, we have had other bishops forcibly 

retired, others silenced, priests suspended, nuns close to defrocked, and laity 

prohibited from taking the sacraments, just for questioning Met Agafangel's actions.   

 

How much more damage should our Church sustain? The VA/VS group are close to 

saying that they have had enough, and do not wish to lose yet more people.  

   

Is a division motivated by a desire to protect the remaining Church members and to 

keep what is left of the Church intact, a spiritually bad thing? Of course not! Or do 

we need to wait for yet more destruction of our Church, until possibly everyone is so 



disillusioned that a recovery from the destruction becomes almost impossible?  

 

Some people are arguing, yes MA is acting very badly but we should all just 

accept this, and try some other method to avoid a split in the Church. 

 

Upon being asked “what other method are you suggesting?” such people don't have 

ANY suggestions. Vague comments about “speaking to the Metropolitan” or “writing 

to him”, or some other action (completely vague and unspecified) is the best answer 

they can come up with. But ALL of this has ALREADY been tried. Numerous times.  

 

For example, the whole US/Canadian Diocese wrote a letter with dozens of 

signatures, asking for this letter to be read at the Bishops' Council.  The Metropolitan 

ignored this request, and instead insisted that this letter was written by “the enemies 

of the Church”. So according to the Metropolitan, the senior archbishop and clergy, 

(as well as laity) in North America, are “the enemies of the Church”. If so, then how 

can more letters or discussions be viewed as a solution? 

 

Some assert that we cannot leave MA because he is not preaching any heresy.  
 

The Canons state that clergy and laity can only leave a bishop if he is preaching a 

heresy.  

 

But NEITHER group is preaching a heresy, so according to the Canons we can stay 

with Archbishops Andronik and Sophrony since they definitely are not heretics and 

are only teaching very traditional Orthodoxy. Similarly, all of their clergymen are 

only following traditional non-heretical teaching. So no need to separate from the 

clergy either.  

 

But MA has retired VA/VS and prohibited them from serving anywhere apart 

from their monasteries, so their sacraments/services are not spiritually beneficial 

since they are serving in disobedience of MA.    AND 

 

What if MA suspends or even defrocks any of the clergymen who disagree with 

him? Doesn’t that mean their sacraments or services are no longer spiritually 

salvific?  

 

On what basis were the punishments handed down? Oh they wrote letters and spoke 

out against MA’s harsh treatment of various people. Does speaking out against a 

bishop’s harshness or even against the harshness of a group of bishops (the Bishops' 

Council or Synod) make a bishop’s or clergyman’s sacraments or services devoid of 

grace?  

 

God is the One who sends down the Holy Spirit. How does our Lord judge? 

Superficially according to some paper signed by an angry bishop or bishops when 

he/they were being criticised or asked to stay out of another bishop’s diocese? Or by 



the substance and by taking into account every smallest detail, weighing everything 

up and making His RIGHTFUL judgement?  

 

Clearly our Lord is the Perfect Judge.  Our Lord is the Truth. He is Love and Mercy. 

The spiritual effect of a piece of paper imposing a harsh unfair judgement is to 

increase the spiritual condemnation of the bishop who signed it and to attract the 

Holy Spirit to strengthen the one being unfairly condemned. Spiritual laws are not 

made up by Metropolitan Agafangel, but by the Scriptures, and Holy Tradition.  

 

Where in the Scriptures was someone denied the Holy Spirit because he stood up 

against the harsh treatment of others? Actually the reverse: “God protects the orphans 

and the widows”, i.e. the powerless, so may even grant MORE grace to such 

clergymen.   

 

Only a fanatic can argue that a clergyman’s sacraments are invalid if the clergyman 

was punished for defending someone being harshly treated.  

 

But the VA/VS group won’t be in communion with the GOC, Bulgarians and 

Romanians? Won’t that mean that the VA/VS jurisdiction is now outside the 

True Church?  

 

Was the Russian Catacomb Church in the 1920’s, 30’s and 40’s devoid of the Holy 

Spirit? This Church was almost completely underground (hidden) and cut off from all 

other Churches. Services were served with tiny numbers of people, in fields, in small 

rooms, forests, often without even proper service books and church items. Yet 

Professor Andreyev in his book about the Russian New Martyrs (Russia’s Catacomb 

Saints: Lives of the New Martyrs) wrote that he never felt the presence of the Holy 

Spirit so strongly as in the catacomb services. A martyr cannot complete his 

martyrdom without the strength of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit was clearly in 

abundance in the Russian Catacomb Church as millions of its followers joined the 

ranks of the New Martyrs and testified the fervency of their faith by dying for it.  

  

The Invisible Church is one. Being in communion with the other Churches is a good 

thing, but it is not essential for one’s salvation. Bishops from different countries 

disagree and agree for all sorts of reasons, not all of which are purely spiritual, some 

are purely political or worldly. 

 

Won’t these disagreements amongst the bishops/clergy badly affect the salvation 

of my soul? Will I no longer be part of the True Church? 

 

Our Lord does not expect the impossible. If bishops and clergy disagree, the laity 

have to make the best choice possible.  

 

A person falls away from the True Church if through his life or beliefs he does not 

follow the teachings of the Holy Scriptures and of Holy Tradition, and if he joins a 



church jurisdiction without apostolic succession, or one which teaches heresy/false 

teachings.  

 

This is not the case here. 

  

What is an Orthodox person to do when bishops disagree with each other?  
 

Stay with bishops and clergymen who are validly ordained, have apostolic succession 

and are teaching traditional Orthodoxy. And choose between the two groups by 

applying the Scriptures.  

 

On one hand in the West we have a Bishop (VA) who is trying to follow the 

Scriptures, is innocent and treats people with Christian kindness. On the other hand 

we have a Metropolitan who doles out harsh punishments, lies, slanders others very 

maliciously, manipulates, and controls his brother bishops through fear.  

 

Just use your conscience to decide which bishop is more worthy of being followed?  

 

Our Lord never expects the impossible. He just wants us to make the best choice in 

any set of circumstances.  

 

History has plenty of examples of bishops disagreeing with each other, and the future 

is likely to provide yet more examples. 

 

But won't this division result in the complete destruction of our ROCA? 

 

No one can predict the future.  

 

ROCA's survival depends first and foremost on God's Help.  Throughout history God 

has helped and empowered those who tried to follow His teachings (even if they were 

initially very weak), and struck down those who did not (even if they were initially 

very powerful!).  

 

ROCA (A) started in 2007 with only one bishop (MA).  God helped and it grew into a 

larger Church. VA/VS will have at least two bishops, possibly more. This is more 

than we had in May 2007. And most importantly, this is enough to ordain other 

bishops and to ordain priests.   

 

Only God knows if this new Church jurisdiction will grow or shrink. With God 

nothing is impossible! 

 

 

Victoria Sherba 


